
Case Study

Market Overview 
Fibank has allways been among the first in the country and among first in the Balkan region to bring 
new and innovative banking consumer products on the market. Bank has gained a reputation for be-
ing an innovative leader in the marketplace defining the new business product landscape in Bugaria 
and the Balkan region.

Key Benefits to the customer
• Fibank was the first Bank in Bulgaria and among first in 

Balkan region to take such a product to market, posi-
tioning it as a innovative leader in digital technology

• The Fibank and MeaWallet partnership can provide 
the combined Bank’s + HCE solution as a “white label” 
technology to other organizations in Europe that search 
for BIN sponsorhip, cards and authorization solution for 
HCE – as an outsourced service.

The solution: 
Issuance of a Digital Card
The technological solution for HCE needed to be flexible, 
certified to MasterCard standards, and delivered as an 
embedded SDK under Fibank’s existing mobile banking 
application.

MeaWallet was recognized as one of the front runners 
in the industry with the experienced delivery in several 
succesful mobile payments projects and knowledge in cards 
and mobile payments industry. MeaWallet was chosen for 
the partnership and in early 2016 Fibank launched the first 
mobile HCE payment solution in Bulgaria, using MeaWal-
let’s Cloud-Based Payments Platform

The result was the successful delivery of a Fibank consumer 
digital card - seamlessly featured within the Fibank mobile 
application. It allows Banks customers to perform NFC 
payments at any merchant store, worldwide - wherever 
contactless payments on POS terminals are accepted.

The Challenge
With the arrival of the HCE Cloud based payments tech-
nology, Fibank had the desire to be one of the first banks to 
embed the technology under it’s existing mobile banking 
application as a new customer focussed feature. Fitbank’s 
key focus is to continue to drive momentum for new market 
innovation. 
To make it happen - Fibank was looking for an experienced, 
specialist partner with proven success that could deliver a 
quality solution to support Fibank through into the future 
to enable them to provide their customers with innovative 
mobile payment products.



For more information about how MeaWallet can assist your business contact us today on 
sales@meawallet.com | tel. +371 2988 2741 | www.meawallet.com

About Fibank: 

www.fibank.bg 

Fibank is looking forward to work with MeaWallet 
on other next-generation innovative projects.


